Are you ‘screwed up’ enough to be a part of the DECIEM family? Has there been days,
when you felt like making the impossible...possible? Do you feel like your hands are full
but still have the hunger to do more? If the answer to these questions is YES, go ahead
and read what we are looking for.
DECIEM is a humble and happy umbrella of good beauty brands. We're founded on the
principle of doing everything others don't do and we are changing the world of beauty
based on this principle. We started trading in 2013. Now we own and operate more than
10 brands in the beauty world and a growing portfolio of more than 200 products in
more than 15 markets. Read our 'screwed up’ article in the Globe and
Mail: http://www.theglobeandmail.com/life/fashion-and-beauty/beauty/is-this-screwedup-beauty-startup-canadas-next-mac-cosmetics/article27655155/
We are growing very rapidly and need someone who shares this vision and wants to
grow with us!
We are looking for someone to join as a Manufacturing Compounder for our factory!
The timing will be 3 pm - 11 pm.
Job Responsibilities:
 Manufacturing all sorts of products but not limited to aqueous based products,

O/W, W/O, anhydrous products
 Verifying the manufacturing batching sheets
 Moving, lifting, and weighing the raw materials from time to time
 Operating Semi automatic to fully automatic kettles for batching
 Coordinating with the R&D team to make sure the finished product matches the
standard
 Responsible for emptying the batches into drums and Totes
 Organizing and counting the Chemical inventory
 Coordinating with co-compounders and helping with few administrative work in
the compounding area
Skills and Experience:
 1-2 years experience in Cosmetic or Pharmaceutical manufacturing sites
 Chemistry or relevant background
 Ability to color match
 Good oral and written communication skills
 Mechanical aptitude required
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 Math skills required for the accurate checking and weighing of ingredients.

Still Interested to be a part of the DECIEM family? ...What happens next?
Kindly send us your resume. We really appreciate your effort in applying for this
position. However, only those candidates will be contacted who have been shortlisted
for interview.
DECIEM is an equal opportunity employer. We prohibit discrimination based on age,
color, disability, national origin, race, religion, sex, sexual orientation, and any other
legally protected class in accordance with applicable federal, provincial and local laws.
We are also committed to creating and maintaining an inclusive and accessible
workplace. If you are contacted for an interview and require accommodation during the
interviewing process, please let us know.
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